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Al returned to practice today. Marvin was cleared for contact (though there was no contact today). J.J. (knee) 

and Smoove (knee) sat out, but since the former finished the game Saturday at Charlotte after he banged his 

knee and the latter played Saturday after he was dinged on Friday they both should be good to go.

“For the most part, I think everybody is going to be OK,” L.D. said. “Should have everybody back tomorrow.”

It’s been a minute since he could say that. The regular starters (Bibby, J.J., Marvin, Smoove and Al) have 

been available at the same for just 21 games (19 games as the starting unit and the two games when Marvin 

came off the bench). It hasn’t happened since Dec. 29. Add super sub Jamal to the mix and the Hawks have 

had their top six available for just 15 games.

So how are the injured guys feeling?

Al: “It’s getting there. I was able to do pretty much the whole practice. It looks good for Wednesday.”

Joe: “It’s still a little sore today so I just wanted to get treatment today and take advantage of these few days 

off. I don’t know what happened [on the play]. I thought my knee hit the floor during the play. I don’t really 

remember. I know it just got banged.”

Marvin: “I feel good. I haven’t had any pain probably in a week now. I am starting to get my strength back, my 

conditioning is coming back. I am excited.”

Smoove, smart vet that he is, used a J.J. screen in the locker room to shake us media types and slipped off 

into the players’ area. The Hawks said Josh suffered a hyperextended knee against the Hornets. He seemed 

to walking without much trouble.

Josh Powell practiced today, too, after L.D. suspended him for the Charlotte game. No word on the details of 

their conversation following the New Orleans game. Players were surprised to learn on the team plane that 

Powell wouldn’t be making the trip.

L.D. said that’s the end of it: “Everything is back to normal. It is not one of those situations of making it a 

prolonged thing. There is no grudges. I’ve still got to coach him; he’s still my player. We will go back to 

business as usual. I think that’s the way you handle it, the way you deal with it.”

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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